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SEATTLE URBAN FORESTRY COMMISSION 
Becca Neumann (Position #4 – Hydrologist), Co-chair 

Joshua Morris (Position #7 – NGO), Co-Chair 

Julia Michalak (Position #1 – Wildlife Biologist) • Falisha Kurji (Position #3 – Natural Resource Agency) 

Stuart Niven (Position #5 – Arborist – ISA) • Hao Liang (Position #6 – Landscape Architect – ISA) 

David Moehring (Position # 8 – Development) • Blake Voorhees (Position # 9 – Realtor) 

Laura Keil (Position #10 – Get Engaged) • Jessica Hernandez (Position #11 – Environmental Justice) 

Jessica Jones (Position # 12 – Public Health) • Lia Hall (Position #13 – Community/Neighborhood) 

 
The Urban Forestry Commission was established to advise the Mayor and City Council  

concerning the establishment of policy and regulations governing the protection, management,  
and conservation of trees and vegetation in the City of Seattle  

 
Meeting notes 

December 7, 2022, 3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Via Webex call and in-person at the 

Seattle Municipal Tower, Room 1872 (18th floor) 
700 5th Avenue, Seattle 

 
(206) 207-1700 

Meeting number: 2485 755 9599 
Meeting password: 1234 

 
 

Attending  
Commissioners  Staff  
Josh Morris – Co-Chair Patti Bakker – OSE 
Becca Neumann – Co-Chair  
Julia Michalak  
Falisha Kurji  
Stuart Niven  
Hao Liang Guests 
David Moehring Toby Thaler 
Lia Hall  
  
Absent- Excused Public 
Blake Voorhees Steve Zemke 
Laura Keil Sandy Shettler 
Jessica Hernandez Maria Batayola 
Jessica Jones Jessica Dixon 
  
  

NOTE: Meeting notes are not exhaustive. For more details, listen to the digital recording of the meeting at:  
https://www.seattle.gov/urbanforestrycommission/meetingdocuments 
 
Call to order: Josh called the meeting to order and offered a land acknowledgement. 
  
  

https://www.seattle.gov/urbanforestrycommission/meetingdocuments


Public comment:  
Steve Zemke noted the importance of the discussion today on the draft tree ordinance. He noted a couple of 
important pieces that if they are not included in the current updates to the draft ordinance, the UFC should 
urge to be included: a tree replacement requirement higher than 1:1 and establishment of a dedicated tree 
fund where there in-lieu payment funds will go. The fee needs to increase along with the size of the tree 
removed, and the city should allow donations and grant funds to go into that Fund. There is a lot of 
opportunity in the city for fundraising to supplement what the city provides for tree protection. Reducing the 
removal limit from the current allowed removals of three per year to a lower limit like two trees every three 
years, is something that should be pushed for. Another piece that should be included is to require a tree 
inventory be done of all trees 6” and larger, along with a landscape plan, before issuing any permits. 
 
Sandy Shettler noted support of the UFC recommendation about community being able to appeal decisions 
and provided the example of neighbors who recently filed an appeal on the approval of a project in South 
Park which would remove most of the trees on several lots to be developed.  
 
Chair, Committees, and Coordinator report:  
Patti noted that there will be a meeting coming up seeking input on development of the Lake City Floodplain 
Park. She provided some background on the acquisition of the property, the joint creek restoration efforts 
happening in the creek portion of the property, and now the efforts to incorporate community input into 
development of park plans for the rest of the property. She provided links to project and meeting information 
in the chat. 
 
Josh noted that the city recently issued a detailed feedback summary regarding community input to the 
scoping process for the Comprehensive Plan update effort. The housing crisis appears a lot in the summary, 
as does trees. He encouraged Commissioners to review the summary. 
 
2023 UFC leadership election  
Patti provided a recap of the nomination process and the nominations received for Commissioners to serve 
as Co-Chairs. Of those nominated, three Commissioners expressed interest and availability in serving: Josh, 
Becca and Laura. Becca and Josh provided some comments on their experiences this year and their interest in 
continuing to serve in these leadership roles. Patti then instructed Commissioners on how to make their 
anonymous votes regarding this slate of nominated candidates. The slate of candidates was unanimously 
approved by the Commissioners present (seven affirmative votes, no negative votes.) 
 
Adoption of November 2 and 30 meeting notes 
 
 Action: A motion to approve the November 2, 2022 meeting notes as written was made, seconded 

and approved. 
 Action: A motion to approve the November 30, 2022 meeting notes as written was made, seconded 

and approved. 
 
2023 Work plan development 
Patti shared with Commissioners the start of a draft work plan for 2023, and described the process for 
creating it, starting from the current version of the 2022 work plan and making some updates to refresh tasks 
and remove outdated ones. She reviewed the process of how the 2022 work plan was developed, in 
migrating to the new Excel template and conducting the prioritization process to develop the five task area 
worksheets. She reviewed the status of some of the main task areas, and noted some new tasks to include, 
such as the new urban forest-related Statement of Legislative Intent around city investments in urban 
forestry. Commissioners made suggestions for additions to the work plan and noted additional items they 
would like to add their names to work on. Patti reviewed the process for developing and adopting the annual 
work plan, and the process for updating it throughout the year.  
 
2022 Annual Report development 



Patti provided a recap of the annual report process, and reviewed the 2021 Annual Report as an example. 
The process to develop the annual report starts with drafting the language to be included in it. Patti shared 
the start of a set of draft language for the 2022 report. Commissioners provided input on items to be 
included in the list of accomplishments to highlight for 2022 as well as the list of focus areas for 2023. Patti 
will incorporate feedback provided today into a revised draft of the report language. Josh and Becca will form 
a subgroup to work with Patti on refining the draft language between now and the January 4 meeting, when 
the UFC will review the latest draft language again.  
 
Urban forest protection ordinance update – Chanda Emery, SDCI 
Chanda provided a recap of the progress on this ordinance update this year, including the issuing of the SEPA 
draft ordinance in February and successfully working through the appeal process. Throughout the year, SDCI 
has been conducting meetings of its internal team to work on revising the draft ordinance, with the input 
provided by the UFC and other stakeholders. Chanda noted that SDCI is close to having a revised ordinance 
that they can put forward to the Mayor’s Office, and walked through what updates have been included in the 
ordinance so far. Revisions include extending the tree establishment period to five years, requiring adequate 
soil volume, protection of replacement trees, adjustments to the payment-in-lieu amounts, and 
establishment of a tree fund. They are also considering how to incorporate replacement for hazardous trees 
removed and working on improvements to the development process.  
 
Questions from Commissioners included: 

- Are any of the proposed revisions to the draft ordinance likely to change the SEPA determination 
and/or open up another appeal? 

- What is the status of the UFC recommendation that SDCI provide quarterly reporting on trees 
removed and trees planted? 

- Are there expected to be changes to the replacement ratio requirements for development, or to the 
removal limits outside of development? 

- Will the updated Director’s Rule mentioned be run by the UFC? 
- Will community members still be able to file appeals under the new code? 

 
Urban forest protection ordinance UFC next steps 
Josh noted appreciation for the several items the UFC has been advocating for being included in the revised 
ordinance. He also noted several UFC recommendations that were not included: changing the limit of trees 
that can be removed outside of development, modifying proposed replacement ratios, requiring tree 
inventories. Josh will draft a letter responding to this ordinance update, to be considered at the next 
meeting. He also noted that the UFC should get started on some outreach to the Mayor’s Office and City 
Council.  
 
NOTE: Meeting notes are not exhaustive. For more details, listen to the digital recording of the meeting at: 
http://www.seattle.gov/urbanforestrycommission/meetingdocs.htm 
 
Public comment:    
Maria Batayola noted that the Beacon Hill Council has been advocating for a strong tree protection ordinance 
and noted that they appreciate describing the ordinance as the Urban Forest Protection Ordinance. She 
provided details on her neighborhood and noted the importance of protecting trees and increasing canopy 
there. 
 
Steve Zemke noted that tomorrow there is a Land Use Committee meeting that will address the Tree Service 
Provider Registration ordinance. Also, there are three remaining public input sessions on the Comprehensive 
Plan; he urges Commissioners to attend those and provide input. He noted other comments he put in the 
chat and disappointment that some key recommendations are not included in the updated draft urban forest 
protection ordinance. The limit of removing three trees per year outside of development is too high; that 
needs to be lowered if we are to protect the existing trees we have now. 
 

http://www.seattle.gov/urbanforestrycommission/meetingdocs.htm


Lia Hall noted that she spoke with an Arborist at the Canopy Watch event. There is a lot of interest among 
Arborists in participating in these UFC meetings, but they aren’t able to join these afternoon meetings that 
are during work hours. She also relayed concern she’s heard from community members about developments 
that don’t allow much space for planting and successful establishment of trees. 
 
Jessica Dixon expressed being nervous about what the urban forest protection ordinance is going to look like. 
We need to be bolder and not continue “business as usual”, so she urged the Commission to work on getting 
those items not yet included to be included in the ordinance. 
 
Adjourn:  The meeting was adjourned at 4:55 PM. 
 
Meeting Chat:  
from Chris Gaul to everyone:    3:07 PM 
No comment, thanks. Chris Gaul 
from Sandy Shettler to everyone:    3:07 PM 
yes I want to comment! I'm calling in! 
from Sandy Shettler to everyone:    3:07 PM 
My computer audio has a glitch 
from Joshua Morris to everyone:    3:15 PM 
https://www.seattle.gov/documents/Departments/OPCD/SeattlePlan/OneSeattlePlanEISScopingDetailedCo
mmentSummary.pdf 
from Bakker, Patricia to everyone:    3:15 PM 
Please join us on Wednesday, December 14, 2022 from 6:30 to 8:00 pm. Register at 
lakecityfloodplainpark.com/register  to receive a Zoom link for the workshop. 
from Bakker, Patricia to everyone:    3:15 PM 
lakecityfloodplainpark.com 
from David he/his Moehring to everyone:    3:15 PM 
Thank you Josh for the link! 
from Sandy Shettler to everyone:    3:20 PM 
Yay! Another year of fantastic leadership! 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    3:30 PM 
It was passed in the city budget 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    3:36 PM 
One Seattle Compprehensive PlanCommunity Engagement Meetings. are on Dec 8th, Dec 12th and Jan 10th. 
Here is link to more details and locations. https://www.seattle.gov/opcd/meetings-and-events 
from Becca Neumann to everyone:    3:36 PM 
I am interested in working with Hao on 1.3.1 
from David he/his Moehring to everyone:    3:37 PM 
David is willing to be on 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 
from Becca Neumann to everyone:    3:39 PM 
and 1.3.2 
from Hao Liang to everyone:    3:40 PM 
For 1.3.2, I had initial investigations and I'm hoping to share the findings with you in the coming weeks 
from David he/his Moehring to everyone:    3:46 PM 
David is also willing to be on 4.1.1, 4.1.3, 5.1.1 
from Lia Hall to everyone:    3:47 PM 
Hao has agreed to be the lead on 3.2.2 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    3:48 PM 
Land Use Committee tomorrow at 9:30AM have the following item listed Proposed Amendments to Arborist 
Registration Posting Requirements Process   
Briefing and Discussion 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    3:50 PM 



There are no details listed on the land Use Committee as to what they are considering. Anyone know 
anything an 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    3:50 PM 
bout this? 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    3:51 PM 
should be 2023? 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:01 PM 
Updating Urban Forest protection Ordinance 
from David he/his Moehring to everyone:    4:02 PM 
Josh did a super job on the Urban Forester position! Kudos!! 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:15 PM 
What about reducing 3 trees per year to one tree per year ? Three is a lot of trees. 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:18 PM 
What about requiring more than one tree be required to be replaced for a tree removed. This is a huge loss 
of  ecosystem services and climate resilience being lost. 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:21 PM 
Other city deppartments are required to report tree loss and replacement on a quarterly basis 
from Jim Davis to everyone:    4:24 PM 
Are any of the points in the UFC letter  going to be met? Appeal process maintained and  permit to remove 
trees on private property? 
from David he/his Moehring to everyone:    4:24 PM 
Question on Dir Rule mentioned 
from Lia Hall to everyone:    4:24 PM 
“Does proportional to” mean at maturity? 
from BB to everyone:    4:28 PM 
Agreeing with Steve Z’s statement about 3 trees being a lot. Could the language be drafted so that if it’s 
needed to take down three trees in one year, specially for solar, then an “exception” can be applied for green 
energy conversion, after submitting that the installation of panels will take on said property? 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:31 PM 
What about a tree inventory being done before building permits are issued instead of it just being on site 
plans.  Is a way to trak what is happening? 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:32 PM 
Seems there are ignoring some significant issues like number of trees that can be removed per year and only 
one for one tree rplacemnt. 
from David he/his Moehring to everyone:    4:33 PM 
Yes, I echo Hao's and Steve's interest in the data that has been generated since March 2021. Perhaps get an 
assesssment on the Spring 2023 calendar  
from Chris Gaul to everyone:    4:34 PM 
How does the public know a young tree is a replacement tree? 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:34 PM 
Another issue is to allow inspector's to enter private property if  it appears a violation is occuring.  Bainbridge 
Island has this provion in their law. 
from Jessica Dixon to everyone:    4:35 PM 
no permits/permitting for removal of trees over 12" 
from Chris Gaul to everyone:    4:35 PM 
Thanks. 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:36 PM 
Permits - just need to expnd SDOT permit syatem on line. to include SDCI trees.   
from Hao Liang to everyone:    4:37 PM 
In the draft removing trees over 12" needs to have "self-reporting and registration" 
from Chris Gaul to everyone:    4:37 PM 
Steve, good idea. 
from Hao Liang to everyone:    4:38 PM 



sorry, "self-reporting and registration" for trees between 6"and 12". Over 12" trees need permits 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:38 PM 
Also sending concerns to city council which can amend whatever Mayor's office sends to Council. 
from Sandy Shettler to everyone:    4:39 PM 
A required Tree Inventory before projects start seems like low hanging fruit--would help developers avoid re-
work expenses too. 
from Sandy Shettler to everyone:    4:40 PM 
Yes  please ask for this! I have been asking for months. Would like to know what they've collected in 2021 
and 2022. Thanks Hao! 
from Lia Hall to everyone:    4:40 PM 
Is there a way for us to see what input SDCI received on the development side from their listening sessions? 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:42 PM 
Portland's in lieu is $450/inch DBH for trees 20" DBH and larger They had about $4 million a year ago in their 
Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:43 PM 
Listening session were responses from I believe 29 individual including 8 from Bilding community  and 3 
architects from homeowner input 
from Bakker, Patricia to everyone:    4:45 PM 
https://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/SDCI/Codes/ChangesToCodes/TreeProtection/TreeProtec
tionOutreachReport.pdf  
from Maria Batayola to everyone:    4:50 PM 
Thank you Steve for pointing out the shortcomings of the bill 
from Sandy Shettler to everyone:    4:50 PM 
Agree with Steve! 3 trees is appropriate for rural areas, not tiny city lots 
from Chris Gaul to everyone:    4:51 PM 
Thank you, Steve. 
from Sandy Shettler to everyone:    4:52 PM 
That's a fantastic idea Lia! 
from BB to everyone:    4:53 PM 
Excellent suggestion for quarterly evening meetings Lia! 
from Chris Gaul to everyone:    4:53 PM 
Lia, Great  point. 
from Sandy Shettler to everyone:    4:54 PM 
Spreading out the buildings ensures no trees will ever grow there. It's robbing future generations of shade 
and cooling. 
 
Public input: (see next page and posted notes): 
 
From: Anne HOFF <random@wholebodyintegration.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 12:54 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 



canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Anne HOFF  
random@wholebodyintegration.com  
5116 2nd Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Rory Link <rorylink@comcast.net>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 1:44 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

mailto:random@wholebodyintegration.com


The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Rory Link  
rorylink@comcast.net  
4216 Sunnyside N  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Judith Leconte <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 3:10 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

mailto:rorylink@comcast.net


One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Judith Leconte  
tbacgster@gmail.com  
P O Box 15505  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Suzy Ummel <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 3:51 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

mailto:tbacgster@gmail.com


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Suzy Ummel  
suzyummel@gmail.com  
211 Valley St, Apt 4  
Seattle, Washington 98109 
 
 

mailto:suzyummel@gmail.com


From: Catherine Adams <catharren@live.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 5:06 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 



I really fail to understand why you think destroying Seattle's tree cover is in the best interest of the people 

who live here? Your idea of gentrification falls short of reality. Developers should not have any rights 

when it comes to our forestry in this City, it is not in the best interests of those of us who live here. 

Catherine Adams  
catharren@live.com  
7903 8th Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98108 
 
 

From: Mark Canright <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 5:16 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

As a young person who cares about protecting our local trees and ecosystems, thank you for all that you 

do too keep our ecosystems healthy and thriving. One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 

104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor site design, and lack of protection during 

construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this property can achieve maximum density while 

retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 
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3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Mark Canright  
rchorse11@aol.com  
8 Deboer Farm Ln  
Asbury, New Jersey 08802 
 
 

From: Amy Hansen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 5:17 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Hello! I am a mother and a community member who cherishes our local trees such as maples, and ask 

you to please use your influence to safeguard them . One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 

104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor site design, and lack of protection during 

construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this property can achieve maximum density while 

retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  
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2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Amy Hansen  
pittle.r.us@gmail.com  
8 Deboer Farm Ln  
Asbury, New Jersey 08802 
 
 

From: Rebecca Brokaw <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 5:18 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Greetings,  

as outdoor loving person, I appreciate your great work and ask you to keep up the work goodbye 

protecting our local trees and other valuable ecological treasures . And thank you for all that you do in this 

regard already! One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist 

report errors, poor site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the 

developer of this property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for 

people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  
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The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Rebecca Brokaw  
rebeccagroovypeace@gmail.com  
11589 Martin Rd  
Rockport, Washington 98283 
 
 

From: Lisa Clark <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 5:51 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 
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They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Lisa Clark  
lisaclarklisaclark@gmail.com  
PO Box 23286  
Seattle, Washington 98102 
 
 

From: Constance Sidles <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 6:20 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 
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intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Constance Sidles  
constancesidles@gmail.com  
4532 48th Avenue NE  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Mary Cooke <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 6:50 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 
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The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Mary Cooke  
mecooke09@gmail.com  
4302 32nd Ave W  
Seattle, Washington 98199-1305 
 
 

From: Jack Bautsch <jbautsch@comcast.net>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 7:31 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 
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One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Take a stand for the trees, for the health they provide to the community. It is criminal how developers 

have their way when city officials do not stand up to them! 

Jack Bautsch  
jbautsch@comcast.net  
1112 nw 83rd street  
seattle, Washington 98117 
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From: Yves Colon <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 8:19 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Yves Colon  
yvescolon@gmail.com  
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1501 , NW 90th Street  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Cara Sandahl <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 8:35 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 



Cara Sandahl  
musemama1964@gmail.com  
NE 70TH  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Steven Wells <stevenjwells@earthlink.net>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 8:53 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

The city must strike a balance between the desire of a developer to build new homes and the needs of 

the city for a vibrant and robust urban tree canopy. We've done so much to increase that canopy it makes 
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no sense to destroy such important groves of mature native coniferous trees. These trees take decades 

to reach such a huge size. They can't be replaced with new trees no matter how large they may be. In 

addition developers tend to replant deciduous trees instead of the conifers they cut down. We know that 

conifers do a much better job of sequestering carbon than deciduous trees do. They are able to withstand 

the ravages of climate change better than their deciduous non-native counterparts. We need them.  

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Steven Wells  
stevenjwells@earthlink.net  
9249 1st Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

 
From: BJ Patch <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 9:03 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Our urban canopy can be protected while allowing development.  

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

mailto:stevenjwells@earthlink.net


2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

BJ Patch  
bjpatch@hotmail.com  
526 1st Ave So 520  
Seattle , Washington 98104 
 
 

From: Anna Pedroso <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 9:04 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

mailto:bjpatch@hotmail.com


1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Anna Pedroso  
anna.pedroso02@gmail.com  
3815 35th Ave. W  
Seattle, Washington 98199 
 
 

From: Danita Day <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 9:52 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

mailto:anna.pedroso02@gmail.com


The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Danita Day  
danitad58@gmail.com  
5529 35th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Beverly Crocker <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 9:55 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 
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They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Beverly Crocker  
beverly.canada@gmail.com  
5540 37th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Barbara O'Steen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 10:02 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 
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intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Barbara O'Steen  
barbarajosteen@yahoo.com  
4364 SW Cloverdale St  
Seattle, Washington 98136 
 
 

From: Ken Danis <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 11:06 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

mailto:barbarajosteen@yahoo.com


The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Ken Danis  
rockpapersizzors@yahoo.com  
2142 n 61st st  
seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Beth Brunton <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 11:32 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

mailto:rockpapersizzors@yahoo.com


One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. Will you? 

Thank you,  

Beth 

Beth Brunton  
bebrunton@hotmail.com  
1900 28th ave s  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
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From: Jeff Mcgrath <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 11:37 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Jeff Mcgrath  
jeffmcgrath30@gmail.com  

mailto:jeffmcgrath30@gmail.com


2117 19th ave S, House  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Megan Wittenberg <megan@ofearthandvine.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 11:41 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! Please! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I think you should really consider saving these trees. In these times of climate change, we can use all the 

help we can get, why destroy trees if they are not dangerous or sick? Please consider the bigger picture.  

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 



community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations.  

Thank you,  

Megan 

Megan Wittenberg  
megan@ofearthandvine.com  
943 30th Ave  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Jonathan Pasley <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 11:42 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves--this can be a win win for all stakeholders 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 
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verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. We must live up to our expressed values and put trees to their 

highest and trees--and the planet--need to come first. 

Jonathan Pasley  
mrconnecto@yahoo.com  
3916 NE 109th ST  
North Seattle/Lake City, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Louie Swalby <lswalby@netscape.net>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 11:48 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

As a tree ambassador for Seattle and one who has worked to build an inventory of the city's tree canopy, 

I am alarmed by a potential development in the Maple Leaf area in North Seattle. One of the Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor site design, and lack of 

protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this property can achieve 

maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  
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2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

build-able expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefiting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Respectfully, 

Louie Swalby /s/ 

Louie Swalby  
lswalby@netscape.net  
9249 1st Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Nancy Hannah <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 11:50 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

mailto:lswalby@netscape.net


The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Nancy Hannah  
nancyhannah75@gmail.com  
7526 27th Ave. NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Susan Burnett <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 11:52 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Hola, City Council! I hope you are well. 

When are we going to learn?? You are stewards of Seattle's resources. I urge you to Not sacrifice our 

mature tree canopy for the sake of developers. If there is evidence that housing can be built without 

cutting down our trees, then what is the clear choice? It's to save our trees!  

Climate change is happening all around us. We don't have 75 to a hundred years to build back our urban 

forests. We need them now! Please INSIST that everything is done to preserve our Maple and Cedar 

groves. Seattle cannot continue to talk out of both sides of its mouth. Our city council needs to listen and 

do better! 

mailto:nancyhannah75@gmail.com


One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Susan Burnett  
truebluemorpho@hotmail.com  
14002 Palatine Ave North  
SEATTLE, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Richard Ellison <climbwall@msn.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 11:57 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: SAVE the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

mailto:truebluemorpho@hotmail.com


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Richard Ellison  
climbwall@msn.com  
8003 28th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115-4639 
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From: Ximenna Hofsetz <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 12:45 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Ximenna Hofsetz  
xhofsetz@gmail.com  

mailto:xhofsetz@gmail.com


113 NE 40th St  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

 
From: Gary Brill <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 1:03 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 



health and safety of future generations. Maple grove protection is likely one of the most valuable climate 

change carbon sequestration actions that we can take in the city of Seattle. Further, effects of climate 

change which were extremely evident this past summer (2022) is damaging to Bigleaf Maples. The 

combined stress of unconscious development and climate change is not something Seattle's ecosystem 

health can tolerate. Besides sequestration of CO2, Bigleaf Maples provide valuable habitat for a 

significant number of bird species, and a few mammals. 

This building plan should be analyzed and modified in a reasonable manner to represent the values that 

most Seattleites value. 

Gary Brill 

Gary Brill  
garyalanbrill@gmail.com  
13000 Linden Ave N, 644  
Seattle, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Judi Jones <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 1:07 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I implore you to save Seattle’s trees, particularly our old groves!  

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease through their root network, we 

can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

mailto:garyalanbrill@gmail.com


3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Judi Jones  
jjinseattle@me.com  
4616 25th Ave NE #484  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Pat Brandt <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 1:53 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

mailto:jjinseattle@me.com


tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Pat Brandt  
brandtpat44@gmail.com  
2901 NE Blakeley  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Kimberly Sims <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 2:05 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

mailto:brandtpat44@gmail.com


2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Kimberly Sims  
simsk9512@gmail.com  
9512 30th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Margaret Nims <margot888@comcast.net>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 2:13 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 
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1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Margaret Nims  
margot888@comcast.net  
2722 NE 87th Street  
SEATTLE, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Polly Freeman <polly_freeman@msn.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 2:20 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

mailto:margot888@comcast.net


The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Polly Freeman  
polly_freeman@msn.com  
201 NW 60th St.  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Justine Webster <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 2:47 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 
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They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Justine Webster  
justinewebster@yahoo.com  
6252 27th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
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From: Anni Shelley <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 2:51 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 



Anni Shelley  
annishelley@gmail.com  
2540 NE 92nd Street  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Jean Trent <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 3:39 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save our neighborhood. 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I live in Maple Leaf. We are losing trees everywhere. Please don’t let development take the ones that are 

not dying.  

I have watched trees disappear overnight on some projects on our streets. Also, many pines are sick and 

will not survive long. We need to preserve canopy that is alive.  

Thank you. Jean Trent.  

Jean Trent  
jean.trent@gmail.com  
9100 Roosevelt Way NE.  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Ann Pasley <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 4:07 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 
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3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Ann Pasley  
ahpasley@gmail.com  
13838 162nd Ave NE  
Woodinville, Washington 98072 
 
 

From: Daniel Gunther <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 4:47 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 
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tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Daniel Gunther  
airunderme@gmail.com  
9240 30th st SW  
Seattle, Washington 98126 
 
 

From: Martha Taylor <denmarth@comcast.net>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 4:52 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

mailto:airunderme@gmail.com


2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Martha Taylor  
denmarth@comcast.net  
6545 53rd Ave NE  
Seattle , Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Karen Barrett <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 5:27 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 
 

CAUTION: External Email 

 

  

 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  
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THESE GROVES WILL RESIST CLIMATE CHANGE WHILE PROVIDING PROTECTION FOR THE 

NEARBY HOUSING. THINNING THEM CREATES A RISKY SITUATION WHERE THEY WILL DIE, AND 

ALSO BE MORE LIKELY TO FALL AND DO DAMAGE DURING STORMY WEATHER. 

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. REQUIRE A NEW ARBORIST REPORT. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 

trees, yet 20 trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, 

which are shared with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse!  

IT IS POSSIBLE TO DEVELOP THIS PROPERTY AND SAVE THE TREES AT THE SAME TIME. WE 

NEED TO RETHINK OUR APPROACH IF WE ARE SERIOUS ABOUT OUR KEEPING OUR PRECIOUS 

TREE CANOPY. 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Karen Barrett  
karenbarrettdesign@gmail.com  
24th Ave E  

Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 
From: Martha Baskin <mobaskin@earthlink.net>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 6:12 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 
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One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Martha Baskin  
mobaskin@earthlink.net  
7719 27th Avenue NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: NANCY PEACOCK <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 6:42 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 
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Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

NANCY PEACOCK  
nbpeacock@gmail.com  
2504 NE 117TH ST  
SEATTLE, Washington 98125-530 
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From: Mary Ellen Smith <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 7:28 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Mary Ellen Smith  
maryellensmith75@gmail.com  
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7526 27th Ave. N.E.  
Seattle, Washington 98115-4630 
 
 

From: Pamela A Okano <pokano@comcast.net>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 8:25 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 



Pamela A Okano  
pokano@comcast.net  
2211 NE 54th Apt 2D  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: eli_sokol@yahoo.com <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 8:44 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 
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community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

eli_sokol@yahoo.com  
17722 28th Ave NE  
Lake Forest Park, Washington 98155 
 
 

From: Kathryn True <ktrue@centurytel.net>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 8:46 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 
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Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Kathryn True  
ktrue@centurytel.net  
10607 SW 112th St  
Vashon , Washington 98070 
 
 

From: Jelena Juric <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 9:19 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

mailto:ktrue@centurytel.net


verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Jelena Juric  
jelenaju@yahoo.com  
2603 20th Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Carol Olwell <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 9:33 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. One of the Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk, due to arborist report errors, poor site design, and lack of 

protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this property can achieve 

maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The removal of or damage to the trees at 1211 NE 104th St. could launch a cycle of decline leading to the 

loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing community resource, please ensure the 

following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

mailto:jelenaju@yahoo.com


tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Carol Olwell  
cjolwell@gmail.com  
2117 5th Ave. W  
Seattle, Washington 98119-2809 
 
 

From: ian Jamison <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 9:52 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

mailto:cjolwell@gmail.com


2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

ian Jamison  
ianjamison2017@gmail.com  
705 A N.102nd St.  
Seattle, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Mahnaz Sherzoi <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 10:01 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

mailto:ianjamison2017@gmail.com


1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Mahnaz Sherzoi  
Nardo_Dude@hotmail.com  
9106 Bowdoin Way  
Edmonds , Washington 98026 
 
 

From: Lynn Stromski <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 10:07 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

mailto:Nardo_Dude@hotmail.com


The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Lynn Stromski  
lynn.stromski@gmail.com  
549 N 83rd Street  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Teri O’Leary <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 10:55 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

mailto:lynn.stromski@gmail.com


They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Teri O’Leary  
terioleary62@gmail.com  
556 NE 125th st  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Debra Daniels <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 5:27 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

You are probably aware of the threats to Seattle’s beautiful greenery, but I am writing you to ask for your 

support in protecting this invaluable resource. One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th 

St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor site design, and lack of protection during construction. With 

thoughtful planning, the developer of this property can achieve maximum density while retaining these 

groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

mailto:terioleary62@gmail.com


The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Thank you for acting to protect our environment. 

Debra Daniels  
dmdaniels2012@gmail.com  
9520, 1st Ave. B100  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Bre Morvaec <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 6:49 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

mailto:dmdaniels2012@gmail.com


One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Bre Morvaec  
thegardenerbre@gmail.com  
4915 327th ave ne  
carnation, Washington 98014 
 
 

From: Gretchen M Kirsch <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 7:10 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

mailto:thegardenerbre@gmail.com


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Gretchen M Kirsch  
cfkgmk@gmail.com  
7612 Latona Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
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From: Carolyn Mattern <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 7:32 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Carolyn Mattern  
rckmattern@mac.com  
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15000 19 Ave SE  
Mill Creek, Washington 98012 
 
 

From: Erin Gibbons <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 7:39 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Seattle’s tree coverage is critical to fighting urban heat island effects, maintaining the character of the 

city, and fostering the growth of the new trees planted as mature trees have been removed for decades. 

With thoughtful planning, the developer of this property can achieve maximum density while retaining 

these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 



community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Erin Gibbons  
sparkleshine@gmail.com  
12742 Roosevelt Way Ne  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Nancy Morris <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 7:54 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 
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Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Nancy Morris  
taweyahnan@gmail.com  
19809 18th AVE NW  
Shoreline, Washington 98177 
 
 

From: Daniel Heath <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 8:13 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Hello Seattle planners!  

An important partner in climate resiliency is being needlessly threatened by a new developer.  

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

Please ensure the developers enact the following steps before any tree cuts or construction begins: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 
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They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. 

Thank you for your time, please be the peoples and treed voice! 

-Daniel 

Daniel Heath  
djheath95@gmail.com  
571 N 169th St  
Shoreline, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Molly Moore <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 8:16 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 
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tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Molly Moore  
mollycarolanne@gmail.com  
840 ne 91st street  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Andrew Sell <andrew@intela.net>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 8:18 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  
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2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Andrew Sell  
andrew@intela.net  
1217 NE 198th st  
Shoreline , Washington 98155 
 
 

From: Maria Dolan <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 8:33 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature.  

Please don't take the easy solution and allow important city trees to be removed.  

To preserve this amazing community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 
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verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Maria Dolan  
mariaidolan@gmail.com  
7337 23rd Avenue NW Seattle, WA 981  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Benjamin Heath <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 8:37 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

As a Seattle-born constituent still living here, I desperately want this area to, in some small way, retain its 

native ecosystems. The following case is an exact example of the sort of preservation this place needs 

and deserves.  

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  
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2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Benjamin Heath  
ben.j.heath@gmail.com  
10 Blaine St.  
Seattle , Washington 98109 
 
 

From: Kaija Jones <kaija@wearewatts.com>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 8:41 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 
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1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Kaija Jones  
kaija@wearewatts.com  
10727 SW 232nd St  
Vashon, Washington 98070 
 
 

From: Andie Herzog <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 8:43 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  
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The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Andie Herzog  
andie.herzog@gmail.com  
15701 37th Ave Ne  
Seattle, Washington 98155 
 
 

From: JoAnn Oram <joannoram@comcast.net.net>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 8:45 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 
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They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations.. 

Sincerely  

JoAnn and Bob Oram  

40 plus years area resident /county tax payer.  

JoAnn Oram  
joannoram@comcast.net.net  
10711 19th AVE. N.E  
Seattle , Washington 98125 
 
 

From: sara gower <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 9:09 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 
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The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

sara gower  
saragower@gmail.com  
13528 20TH AVE NE  
SEATTLE, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Carole Zohn <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 9:18 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 
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One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Carole Zohn  
c_zohn@yahoo.com  
515 NE 82 nd St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: brett bowman <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 9:20 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 
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Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

brett bowman  
songgill8@gmail.com  
2315 NE 86th St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
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From: Sharon RICCI <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 9:58 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Dear City of Seattle Leaders,  

I am writing in support of greater oversight and protection for the urban trees that are so vital to the 

health, sustainability and traditions that are foundational to Seattle. One of the Maple Leaf Mother 

Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor site design, and lack of 

protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this property can achieve 

maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 



community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Please recognize that applying these standards to our urban forests is vital and essential to ALL 

neighborhoods in the region. We share the environment and the responsibility to protect it for generations 

to come.  

Thanks you.  

Sharon Ricci 

Sharon RICCI  
ricci.sharon@gmail.com  
11233 Crestwood Drive S  
Seattle, Washington 98178 
 
 

From: Ann Prezyna <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 10:04 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-

groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf neighborhood. Mother Groves span most of the 

properties on their blocks, and function as intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool 

each other and share defense from disease through their root network, we can count on them to be the 

most resilient part of our entire urban forest! They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native 

species which rely on forests to survive, rather than single trees along streets or in front yards. The two 

groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage could 

launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse. 
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3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Construction damage to roots could send 

these verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove 

often follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive. 

Ann Prezyna  

Seattle, WA. 

Ann Prezyna  
houseboata@gmail.com  
2031 Fairview Ave E Apt A  
Seattle, Washington 98102 
 
 

From: Robert Turner <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 10:11 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 
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tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Robert Turner  
rkt2003@hotmail.com  
2349 N 59th St  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: felicity@nwlink.com <felicity@nwlink.com>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 10:23 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. We need to 

protect all the mature trees we have. The Maple Leaf Mother Groves provide the community with resilient 

reservoirs of cooling nature, absorbing vast quantities of stormwater and greenhouse gases, benefitting 

both the community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive 

for the health and safety of future generations. 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  
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The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow.  

Thank you.  

Annie Phillips  

Co-chair, Environment Caucus of 33rd/34th LD Dems 

felicity@nwlink.com  
17600 Sylvester Rd SW  
Burien, Washington 98166 
 
 

From: Miranda Roethler <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 10:25 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  
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The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Miranda Roethler  
mmroethler@gmail.com  
4254 7th Ave NE, Apt 205  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Miranda Roethler <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 10:29 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Protect Seattle’s Trees 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  

mailto:mmroethler@gmail.com


 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 

mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity. Scientific studies have shown direct correlations between tree cover and ground temperature and 

have shown that urban areas (throughout the country) in poorer neighborhoods tend to have have overall 

less tree cover and higher temperatures, which is not equitable and is a serious health hazard during 

summer heatwaves.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 

replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 



also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  

8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 

building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Miranda Roethler  
mmroethler@gmail.com  
4254 7th Ave NE, Apt 205  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Johanna Kalmus <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 10:33 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 
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They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Johanna Kalmus  
jokalmus@yahoo.com  
1249 NE 88th St  
Seattle , Washington 98115 
 
 

From: valentina warner <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 10:43 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 
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intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

valentina warner  
valentinawarner@gmail.com  
3273 MCclintock ave S  
seattle , Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Ben Wildman <ben.wildman@comcast.net>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 11:22 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 
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The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Ben Wildman  
ben.wildman@comcast.net  
2024 Franklin Ave East, Apt 3  
Seattle, Washington 98102 
 
 

From: Jeff Brown <jeffbrownpainting@comcast.net>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 12:21 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 
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One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Jeff Brown  
jeffbrownpainting@comcast.net  
7614 S. Mission Dr.  
Seattle, Washington 98178 
 
 

From: Patricia Ayala <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 12:44 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

mailto:jeffbrownpainting@comcast.net


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Patricia Ayala  
ayala.sp@gmail.com  
1229 ne 89th Street  
Seattle , Washington 98115 
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From: Marian Wineman <mwineman@comcast.net>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 12:59 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Strongly Urge you to Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Cedar trees are under significant pressure due to climate change and there are fewer and fewer 

magnificent trees left in our city. One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk 

due to arborist report errors, poor site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful 

planning, the developer of this property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a 

win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. We absolutely need more of the benefits of these gorgeous trees. 

Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the health and safety of future generations. 



Marian Wineman  
mwineman@comcast.net  
3611 45th Ave W  
Seattle, Washington 98199 
 
 

From: Chris Gaul <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 1:03 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves and the two groves at 1211 NE 104th Street. 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I live next door to the two groves at 1211 NE 104th St, and want them saved!  

The east grove is at risk due to arborist report errors which have not been corrected since they were first 

submitted to the city. Yet new set plans were submitted on Nov 16, 2022, based on the same erroneous 

data. The developer must be held to higher standards. Once the record is corrected, the developer will be 

able to modify his plans and still achieve maximum density while retaining these groves. A visiting 

arborist called this grove exceptional for one in a city. We must be good stewards of our mature, healthy 

cedars and save this grove. 

Regards,  

Chris Gaul 

Chris Gaul  
chrisgaul7@outlook.com  
1217 NE 104th Street  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Melanie Burch <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 1:55 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

mailto:mwineman@comcast.net
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They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Melanie Burch  
melanieburch123@gmail.com  
1225 NE 104th St  
Seattle , Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Tammy Reismeier <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 2:09 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

mailto:melanieburch123@gmail.com


intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Tammy Reismeier  
tamster548@gmail.com  
11012 20th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Dana Vogt Phillips <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 2:15 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

mailto:tamster548@gmail.com


The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Dana Vogt Phillips  
danavogt@gmail.com  
1236 NE 96th St  
Seattl, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Kimberly McCormick <kim.mccormick@comcast.net>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 2:47 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

mailto:danavogt@gmail.com


One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Kimberly McCormick  
kim.mccormick@comcast.net  
11517 40th Ave Ne  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: george gregory <george@kaleidoscopeinc.net>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 2:48 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

mailto:kim.mccormick@comcast.net


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

george gregory  
george@kaleidoscopeinc.net  
2302 NE 94th St, 20  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
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From: Katherine Moore <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 3:24 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Katherine Moore  
scriptkat@hotmail.com  

mailto:scriptkat@hotmail.com


2820 NE 127th St Apt 201  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Noel Allen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 3:27 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please, don't let this keep happening! Cutting down established trees is absolutely criminal at this point in 

the Climate Crisis. Seattle needs more trees, not less. TREES TAKE CARBON OUT OF THE AIR AND 

CREATE THE OXYGEN WE NEED.  

TREES ARE INFRASTRUCTURE!!!  

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 



verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Noel Allen  
noelcatharine@hotmail.com  
Noel Allen, 3610 Ashworth Ave N  
Seattle, WA, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Kathryn Show <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 3:28 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

mailto:noelcatharine@hotmail.com


3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Kathryn Show  
kathrynlshow@gmail.com  
11315 Sand Point Way NE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Joan DeVries <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 3:30 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save Our Trees! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  

 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 

mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 

replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 
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groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  

8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 

building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  



12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Joan DeVries  
joancdv26@aol.com  
6042 Seaview Ave NW  
Seattle , Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Susan Moffitt <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 3:31 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Trees are essential to our city's healthy and well being! SAVE every tree possible! 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 
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tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Susan Moffitt  
cosmicjoke5796@gmail.com  
11300 3rd Ave NE, 219  
SEATTLE, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Lea Fetterman <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 3:32 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save Our Trees! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  

 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 

mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 
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replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  

8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 



building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Lea Fetterman  
leafetterman@gmail.com  
6268 NE Old Mill RD  
Bainbridge Island, Washington 98110 
 
 

From: Jayn Foy <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 3:33 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 
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tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Jayn Foy  
jaynfoy@gmail.com  
3302 S. Charles St.  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Chris Seigler <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 3:35 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Update Seattle’s Tree Ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  

 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 

mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 
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replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  

8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 



building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Chris Seigler  
seiglerneuro@gmail.com  
9050 E Shorewood Dr, 275  
Mercer Island, Washington 98040 
 
 

From: Melinda Mueller <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 4:06 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I am writing to you from my perspective as a biologist, botanist, and long-time resident of Seattle. I have 

been dismayed by studies showing that Seattle continues to lose tree canopy cover, when we should be 

preserving what we have and adding more. The city's remaining "super groves" are important not only as 

tree cover, but because they provide habitat and ecosystem services to other native species.  

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 
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1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Melinda Mueller  
mueller.melinda@gmail.com  
7704 16th AVE NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Julian Adams <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 4:54 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  
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The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Julian Adams  
julianpadams@hotmail.com  
6735 5th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Braeden Watts <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 5:26 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 
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They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Braeden Watts  
braeden.watts@gmail.com  
2039 NE 103rd st  
Seattle , Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Sandy Lacey-Baker <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 6:43 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

mailto:braeden.watts@gmail.com


intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Sandy Lacey-Baker  
sandyra9@hotmail.com  
31434 E. Lk Morton Dr SE  
kent, Washington 98042 
 
 

From: Vicki McMullin <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 7:08 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

mailto:sandyra9@hotmail.com


The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations.  

Do the right thing! Save the Maple Leaf Mother Groves.  

Vicki McMullin  
vkimcm@gmail.com  
112 N 49th St  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Bonnie Bledsoe <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 8:21 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 
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Our trees are one of our best assets, please protect them! Can't list all the benefits...protection from heat, 

beauty, soothing the soul, fun for children, purifying the air... 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Bonnie Bledsoe  
bonnielynnseattle@gmail.com  
11010 28th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
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From: Addi Chan <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 8:46 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Addi Chan  
addivb2@yahoo.com  

mailto:addivb2@yahoo.com


8126 Roosevelt Way Ne  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Gayle Janzen <cgjanzen@comcast.net>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 9:41 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Members of the Council always talk about how they want to save our urban trees, but when developers’ 

push comes to shove, the large, mature trees continue to be cut down. Obviously the Council cares more 

about the developers’ wants and profits than saving our trees. 

It is beyond frustrating that one of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to 

arborist report errors, poor site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful 

planning, the developer of this property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a 

win-win for people and nature. 

We need to be saving our groves of trees!! The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which 

span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large 

(12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the 

properties on their blocks, and function as intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool 

each other and share defense from disease through their root network, we can count on them to be the 

most resilient part of our entire urban forest! They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native 

species which rely on forests to survive, rather than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 



It is really not that difficult to save these groves if a little more thought is put into the project and that you 

get a true arborist report, you know, one from someone who can actually count the number of trees on 

the property. As you are well aware, climate chaos has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and 

stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of 

cooling nature, benefitting both the community and our larger ecosystem.  

It is frustrating having to contact the Council over and over again to save our urban forest and especially 

these important groves that help cool our communities, are homes to wildlife and just make our 

neighborhoods more appealing. So please do the right thing and ensure they are protected and continue 

to thrive for the health and safety of future generations. 

Gayle Janzen  
cgjanzen@comcast.net  
11232 Dayton Ave N  
Seattle, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Lindsey Heller <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 10:05 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

mailto:cgjanzen@comcast.net


2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Lindsey Heller  
Jadelinny@gmail.com  
20717 Hubbard Rd  
Lynnwood , Washington 98036 
 
 

From: Emily Rock <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 1:34 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 
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1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Emily Rock  
emilyerock@gmail.com  
8525 17th Pl NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Eric Moss <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 5:57 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  
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The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Eric Moss  
erictmoss8@gmail.com  
22418, 77th Ave W  
Edmonds, Washington 98026 
 
 

From: Gina Massoni <rivergirl@massoni.net>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 8:08 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 
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They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Gina Massoni  
rivergirl@massoni.net  
4734 38th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Max Cerami <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 8:14 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 
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intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Max Cerami  
maxcerami@me.com  
3120 S. Norman St.  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Wendy Lagozzino <lagoz@q.com>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 8:17 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 
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The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Wendy Lagozzino  
lagoz@q.com  
2811 Queen Anne Ave N., Seattle  
SEATTLE, Washington 98109 
 
 

From: Tracey Lake <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 8:23 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

mailto:lagoz@q.com


One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Tracey Lake  
traceylake@gmail.com  
8819 ashworth ave n  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Stacy Heilgeist <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 9:12 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Strengthen Seattle’s Tree Ordinance 

mailto:traceylake@gmail.com


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  

 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 

mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 

replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 



and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  

8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 

building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Stacy Heilgeist  
heilgeist@aol.com  
340 NW 87th St  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Kelly Carter Mortimer <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 10:29 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

mailto:heilgeist@aol.com


Please protect theses trees. I support the recommendations below.  

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Kelly Carter Mortimer  
2cartimers@gmail.com  
524 N. 81st St.  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Anna Burkett <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 10:41 AM 

mailto:2cartimers@gmail.com


To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Anna Burkett  
afbazzi@gmail.com  
546 Ne 82nd St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 

mailto:afbazzi@gmail.com


 

From: Robin Dreisbach <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 10:51 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 



Robin Dreisbach  
shopatrobinsnest@hotmail.com  
8606 23rd Ave NE #3  
SEATTLE, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Melanie Kay Moser <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 11:23 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

mailto:shopatrobinsnest@hotmail.com


community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Melanie Kay Moser  
melaniekay@me.com  
5719, NE 65th Street  
Seattle, Washington 98115-7823 
 
 

From: paige heggie <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 7:11 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

mailto:melaniekay@me.com


Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

paige heggie  
paigeheggie@hotmail.com  
4207 Phinney Ave N Apt 205  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Heather Curiel <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 7:29 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

mailto:paigeheggie@hotmail.com


verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Heather Curiel  
hpcuriel@gmail.com  
2051 NE 97th St  
Seattle , Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Nina Kaseburg <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 8:44 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

mailto:hpcuriel@gmail.com


3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Nina Kaseburg  
ninarocks@gmail.com  
9242 Interlake Ave N  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Minda Martin <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 8:57 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

mailto:ninarocks@gmail.com


tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Minda Martin  
minda31@gmail.com  
3535 NE 165th St  
Lake Forest Park, Washington 98155 
 
 

From: Judy Akalaitis <judy@akalaitis.net>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 9:32 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  
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2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Judy Akalaitis  
judy@akalaitis.net  
3116 NE 84th St.  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Rosa Vissers <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 10:05 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 
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1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Rosa Vissers  
rosavissers@gmail.com  
4265B Linden Ave N  
Seattle , Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Susan Helf <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 11:00 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  
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The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Susan Helf  
shelf30@gmail.com  
8501 12th Ave. NW, Unit 208  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Camille Sheppard <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, December 3, 2022 11:23 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 
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They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Camille Sheppard  
camelliablossoms@gmail.com  
4425 42nd Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Krista Lowry <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2022 7:36 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 
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intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Krista Lowry  
kristahlowry@gmail.com  
12356 14th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Charles Zaragoza <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2022 7:59 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. Through thoughtful planning the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 
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The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City of Seattle defines "groves" as eight or more large (12-inch dbh or larger) trees 

whose canopies touch. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease through 

their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! They are 

also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather than single 

trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Charles Zaragoza  
charleyzee@hotmail.com  
814 NE 96th Street  
Seattle, WA 98115, USA, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Maureen Brinck-Lund <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2022 10:54 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

We know that trees in isolation are not the same as trees in groups or groves. One is a specimen. A 

grove is a living breathing entity that supports all the living things in and around that grove, other tress, 
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soil, insects, birds and critters that are essential for a healthy ecosystem. AND groves of trees are carbon 

sinks. They provide healthful cooling environments in otherwise densely developed areas. Destroying a 

grove is eliminating a beneficial resource that will never be replaced.  

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Maureen Brinck-Lund  
molundia@gmail.com  
7009 35th NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
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From: Emily Geballe <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2022 12:25 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Emily Geballe  
egeballe@hotmail.com  
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7527 14th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115-4323 
 
 

From: wm waldman <wwaldmanmd@erols.com>  
Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2022 3:49 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 



wm waldman  
wwaldmanmd@erols.com  
3701 South Hudson Street  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Erin Ahlen-Rooney <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2022 3:53 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 
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community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Erin Ahlen-Rooney  
e.ahlen.rooney@gmail.com  
2405 NE 113th St #7  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Marcella McMillen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2022 4:16 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 
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Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Marcella McMillen  
mackatz64@yahoo.com  
808 N 43rd St.  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Judith Starbuck <judithstarbuck@msn.com>  
Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2022 5:04 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 
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verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Judith Starbuck  
judithstarbuck@msn.com  
900 University St  
Seattle , Washington 98101 
 
 

From: Erich Swanson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2022 8:33 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 
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3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Erich Swanson  
erichswanson@yahoo.com  
1218 Ne 117th St  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Trane Levington <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 3:50 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 
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tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Trane Levington  
tranewaters@gmail.com  
620 N 130th St Apt 55  
Seattle , Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Jacqueline Muse <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 8:21 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  
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2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Jacqueline Muse  
jacquelinemuse@gmail.com  
5103 s Alaska st  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Barbara Bernard <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 8:39 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 
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1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Barbara Bernard  
barbara_bernard@yahoo.com  
3213 W Wheeler St. #451  
Seattle, Washington 98199 
 
 

From: Vanessa Skantze <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 8:50 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Keep Seattle Livable! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  

 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 
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mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 

replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  



8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 

building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Vanessa Skantze  
psychomachia.arts@gmail.com  
1534 1st Ave S Ste A  
Seattle, Washington 98134 
 
 

From: Barbara Steffens <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 8:51 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 
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1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Barbara Steffens  
bsteffe@gmail.com  
1234 Ne 98th St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Chris Pohl <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 9:16 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Keep Seattle Livable! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  

 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 
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mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 

replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  



8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 

building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Chris Pohl  
innespohl@gmail.com  
1518 Parkside Dr E  
Seattle, Washington 98112 
 
 

From: Phoebe Fanganello <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 10:04 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 
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1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Phoebe Fanganello  
phoebe.fanganello@gmail.com  
5207 5th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Sheila Bishop <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 11:15 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  
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The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Sheila Bishop  
sheilabishop@hotmail.com  
4005 E Highland Drive  
Seattle , Washington 98112 
 
 

From: Carolyn Rubenkonig <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 12:04 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Keep Seattle Livable! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  
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Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 

mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 

replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 



Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  

8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 

building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Carolyn Rubenkonig  
cuhrollin@gmail.com  
8218 210th Pl Sw  
Edmonds, Washington 98026 
 
 

From: Fernando Fernando <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 12:11 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Strengthen Seattle’s Tree Ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  

 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 
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while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 

mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 

replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  



7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  

8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 

building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Fernando Fernando  
fls.perez@gmail.com  
1111 18th Ave Apt 1  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Mireia Ravell <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 1:42 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 
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1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Mireia Ravell  
mravell@gmail.com  
6303 224th St SW  
MountlakeTerrace , Washington 98043 
 
 

From: Juliet Shen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 3:19 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save Our Trees! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  

 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 
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mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 

replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  



8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 

building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Juliet Shen  
julietkshen@gmail.com  
6552 46th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Emily Ross <emily@flourishnw.com>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 6:31 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Hello hard working people at SDCI. I've had a few chances to interact with your department, and have 

always been impressed by how knowledgeable and smart the staff has been, and how reasonable and up 

to date the inspectors are. Keep up the good work! You are appreciated. 

I'm writing tonight to make a request on behalf of the Urban Forest. The text following this paragraph is 

copied from the action network called "Don't Clearcut Seattle". I believe in what this group is saying about 

Mother Groves in the urban setting. I firmly believe that these precious islands of native land need our 

protection, especially because they harbor mature trees, which provide so many important ecosystem 

services. We cannot replace them, and must protect them. 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 
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intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Emily Ross  
emily@flourishnw.com  
1508 N 39th Street  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Jaime Exworthy <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 7:13 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 
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The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Jaime Exworthy  
jaimedot@protonmail.com  
314 NE 89Th St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Benjamin Exworthy <benexworthy@msn.com>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 7:48 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 
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One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Benjamin Exworthy  
benexworthy@msn.com  
314 NE 89th St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Kristin Jue <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 8:12 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 
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Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I live in Maple Leaf on the same street at 1100 NE 104th St, so this issue directly affects the health of my 

community.  

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Thank you,  

Kristin Jue 



Kristin Jue  
kristin.jue@gmail.com  
1100 ne 104th street  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Tiffany Chan <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 11:16 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save our Trees! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  

 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 

mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 

replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 
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the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  

8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 

building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Tiffany Chan  
chan.tiffany3@gmail.com  
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4838 Columbia Dr S  
Seattle, Washington 98108 
 
 

From: Jasmine Joshua <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 12:49 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 



Jasmine Joshua  
jasminejoshua@gmail.com  
8112 5th Ave NE  
Seattle , Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Gabrielle Lavalle <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 6:39 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save Meadowbrook's Iconic True-Love Trees 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

As a 4th generation Seattle native who’s also a trained horticulturist and former Arborist I am writing to 

ask you to support preservation of the Meadowbrook True-Love trees, an exceptional cedar-fir pair in 

Meadowbrook, and their nearby grove. Because of the True-Love trees' remarkable union and visibility on 

a busy street, they are well-known and beloved by the community, with over 500 signatures on a recent 

petition to save them. Together with the adjacent grove, they shelter the north fork of Thornton Creek's 

and form a vibrant urban forest. 

Development plans have been filed for this project on SDCI's portal under 004386-22PA. The plans call 

for the removal of the trees to achieve maximum development potential. Yet, a respected local architect 

has drawn plans which would include the trees in the development, a win-win for the homes' future 

residents, the community, and the environment!  

 

These huge native conifers are our last link to the vast, ancient coastal forest which covered this land 

before settlement. Now, we benefit from the seedlings of that time, which have grown and reached the 

size and grandeur of their ancestors. They cool us in our increasingly hot summers, provide habitat for 

native birds and wildlife, filter pollutants from the air and stormwater, and provide amazing public health 

benefits.  

With thoughtful planning, Seattle can preserve its forest and build new homes. Please use your authority 

to ask the developer to include these trees on the development plan, instead of cutting them down.  

Gabrielle Lavalle  
gabbysgardening@gmail.com  
18923 44th Ave w  
Lynnwood, Washington 98036 
 
 

From: Stephanie Boyer <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 7:10 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 
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One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

Stephanie Boyer  
stephboyay@gmail.com  
1012 Ne 90th St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Heidi Koonz <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 11:25 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save Meadowbrook's Iconic True-Love Trees 
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Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I am writing to ask you to support preservation of the Meadowbrook True-Love trees, an exceptional 

cedar-fir pair in Meadowbrook, and their nearby grove. Because of the True-Love trees' remarkable union 

and visibility on a busy street, they are well-known and beloved by the community, with over 500 

signatures on a recent petition to save them. Together with the adjacent grove, they shelter the north fork 

of Thornton Creek's and form a vibrant urban forest. 

Development plans have been filed for this project on SDCI's portal under 004386-22PA. The plans call 

for the removal of the trees to achieve maximum development potential. Yet, a respected local architect 

has drawn plans which would include the trees in the development, a win-win for the homes' future 

residents, the community, and the environment!  

 

These huge native conifers are our last link to the vast, ancient coastal forest which covered this land 

before settlement. Now, we benefit from the seedlings of that time, which have grown and reached the 

size and grandeur of their ancestors. They cool us in our increasingly hot summers, provide habitat for 

native birds and wildlife, filter pollutants from the air and stormwater, and provide amazing public health 

benefits.  

With thoughtful planning, Seattle can preserve its forest and build new homes. Please use your authority 

to ask the developer to include these trees on the development plan, instead of cutting them down.  

Heidi Koonz  
heidelle@gmail.com  
12556 15th Ave NE #303  
Seattle , Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Julia Carnevali <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 11:53 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save our Trees! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  
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Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 

mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 

replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  



6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  

8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 

building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Julia Carnevali  
carnevali@protonmail.com  
3260 39th Ave SW  
Seattle, Washington 98116 
 
 

From: REBECCA DIETZ <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 3:47 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  
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The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

REBECCA DIETZ  
dietzrc@me.com  
2735 NE 87th St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Sally Kinney <sallykinney@comcast.net>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 4:40 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save Meadowbrook's Iconic True-Love Trees 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I live in Lake City, just slightly north of Meadowbrook. I have watched so many trees be killed over the 

years as my neighborhood's brick-and-mortar buildings proliferated. PLEASE do not kill these important 

twin trees! They not only provide us with visual beautiy; like all trees, they help mitigate the poisoning of 

the air from vehiclar traffic. We can't afford to keep losing nature.  

Sally Kinney  
sallykinney@comcast.net  
12740 30th Avenue NE, #225  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
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From: Rob SM <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 6:15 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save Meadowbrook's Iconic True-Love Trees 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I am writing to ask you to support preservation of the Meadowbrook True-Love trees, an exceptional 

cedar-fir pair in Meadowbrook, and their nearby grove. Because of the True-Love trees' remarkable union 

and visibility on a busy street, they are well-known and beloved by the community, with over 500 

signatures on a recent petition to save them. Together with the adjacent grove, they shelter the north fork 

of Thornton Creek's and form a vibrant urban forest. 

Development plans have been filed for this project on SDCI's portal under 004386-22PA. The plans call 

for the removal of the trees to achieve maximum development potential. Yet, a respected local architect 

has drawn plans which would include the trees in the development, a win-win for the homes' future 

residents, the community, and the environment!  

 

These huge native conifers are our last link to the vast, ancient coastal forest which covered this land 

before settlement. Now, we benefit from the seedlings of that time, which have grown and reached the 

size and grandeur of their ancestors. They cool us in our increasingly hot summers, provide habitat for 

native birds and wildlife, filter pollutants from the air and stormwater, and provide amazing public health 

benefits.  

With thoughtful planning, Seattle can preserve its forest and build new homes. Please use your authority 

to ask the developer to include these trees on the development plan, instead of cutting them down.  

Rob SM  
foosball4911@yahoo.com  
NE 117th St  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Gerry Pollet <gerry@gerrypollet.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 6:39 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save Meadowbrook's Iconic True-Love Trees 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

It's past time to save signficant urban trees!  

We need trees such as the Meadowbrook True Love Trees and others to counter heat from climate 

change, greatly reduce stormwater runoff and prevent toxins in runoff from poisoning Thornton Creek, to 

provide vital habitat and - as evidence shows - provide for mental health in cities.  

I am writing to ask you to support preservation of the Meadowbrook True-Love trees, an exceptional 

cedar-fir pair in Meadowbrook, and their nearby grove. Because of the True-Love trees' remarkable union 
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and visibility on a busy street, they are well-known and beloved by the community, with over 500 

signatures on a recent petition to save them. Together with the adjacent grove, they shelter the north fork 

of Thornton Creek's and form a vibrant urban forest. 

Development plans have been filed for this project on SDCI's portal under 004386-22PA. The plans call 

for the removal of the trees to achieve maximum development potential. Yet, a respected local architect 

has drawn plans which would include the trees in the development, a win-win for the homes' future 

residents, the community, and the environment!  

 

These huge native conifers are our last link to the vast, ancient coastal forest which covered this land 

before settlement. Now, we benefit from the seedlings of that time, which have grown and reached the 

size and grandeur of their ancestors. They cool us in our increasingly hot summers, provide habitat for 

native birds and wildlife, filter pollutants from the air and stormwater, and provide amazing public health 

benefits.  

With thoughtful planning, Seattle can preserve its forest and build new homes. Please use your authority 

to ask the developer to include these trees on the development plan, instead of cutting them down.  

Gerry Pollet  
gerry@gerrypollet.com  
7750 17th NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Janet Heineck <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2022 10:12 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save Meadowbrook's Iconic True-Love Trees 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I am writing to ask you to support preservation of the Meadowbrook True-Love trees, an exceptional 

cedar-fir pair in Meadowbrook, and their nearby grove. Because of the True-Love trees' remarkable union 

and visibility on a busy street, they are well-known and beloved by the community, with over 500 

signatures on a recent petition to save them. Together with the adjacent grove, they shelter the north fork 

of Thornton Creek's and form a vibrant urban forest. 

Development plans have been filed for this project on SDCI's portal under 004386-22PA. The plans call 

for the removal of the trees to achieve maximum development potential. Yet, a respected local architect 

has drawn plans which would include the trees in the development, a win-win for the homes' future 

residents, the community, and the environment!  

 

These huge native conifers are our last link to the vast, ancient coastal forest which covered this land 

before settlement. Now, we benefit from the seedlings of that time, which have grown and reached the 

size and grandeur of their ancestors. They cool us in our increasingly hot summers, provide habitat for 
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native birds and wildlife, filter pollutants from the air and stormwater, and provide amazing public health 

benefits.  

With thoughtful planning, Seattle can preserve its forest and build new homes. Please use your authority 

to ask the developer to include these trees on the development plan, instead of cutting them down.  

In my own neighborhood further north in Lake City, recent nearby new construction entailed cutting down 

three western red cedars on the lot. Those cedars were fragments of the forest of which the 

Meadowbrook trees still remain a part. They were cut down just before SMC 25.11 came into effect. I am 

pretty sure the the code would have saved those trees and retained their beauty and environmental 

benefit. Western red cedar (Thuja plicata) is well known as the corner stone of northwest coast native 

culture, and I still lament the loss of those trees. Although the Lake City cedars are gone, I beg the city 

decision-makers to retain the Meadowbrook cedars being defended in this campaign. 

Thank you. 

Janet Heineck  
janeth459@gmail.com  
12035 32nd Avenue Northeast, Apartment 402  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: pamela hathaway <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 9:05 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Keep Seattle Livable! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  

 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 

mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

mailto:janeth459@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 

replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  

8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  



9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  

10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 

building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

pamela hathaway  
pamela.ann.hathaway@gmail.com  
7430 Moon Valley rd  
North Bend, Washington 98045 
 
 

From: Fernando Fernando <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 9:15 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Protect Seattle’s Trees 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

Please act to update Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance. It’s been 13 years since the Seattle City 

Council first urged the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) to update the 

ordinance. We appreciate the recent enactment by the Seattle City Council and Mayor to adopt 

registration of Tree Service Providers in the city as a first step. We also appreciate action finally by SDCI 

to release a more complete draft of an updated Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We believe that Seattle needs to protect its existing trees while planting more trees in underserved areas 

with low tree canopy to address adverse climate impacts while also increasing affordable housing. It is 

not a question of one or the other. We need to do both.  

 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city and people livable 

and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, 

while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and 

mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental 

equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

mailto:pamela.ann.hathaway@gmail.com


of them in the development. Unless exceptional there is no real effort to save them. And what 

replacement requirements were in the ordinance since 2001 appears to have seldom been enforced. It is 

urgent to act now to reduce this continued loss of existing trees, particularly large mature trees and tree 

groves. It is important to promote environmental equity by retaining as many trees as possible and 

replacing those removed for climate resiliency.  

We support the following provisions in SDCI’s draft ordinance.  

1. Lowering the upper limit for exceptional trees to 24” Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) from 30” DBH.  

2. Continuing protection for exceptional trees less than 24” DBH and tree groves and heritage trees  

3. Defining any tree 6” DBH and larger that is not exceptional as a significant tree  

4. Continuing prohibition on removal of trees 6” DBH and larger on undeveloped lots.  

5. Requiring replacement of 12” DBH and larger trees removed by developers  

6. Creating an in-lieu fee for developers to replace trees 12” DBH and larger that cannot be replaced on 

the development site.  

7. Requiring in lieu fees be used to replace and maintain newly planted trees  

8. Limiting removal of significant trees outside development to those less than 12” DBH  

9. Protected trees and replaced trees are covered by a covenant for life of project  

Here are key provisions that need to be added to the draft ordinance  

1.Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DBH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, both during development 

and outside development.  

2. Require SDCI submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree removal 

and replacement as required by other City Departments  

3. Require 2-week public notice posting, as SDOT does on-site, and add online, of any 6’” DBH and 

larger tree removal and replacement permit requests and keep posted on a lot for 1 week after removal  

4. Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size of the removed tree such that in 25 

years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost – either on site or pay a replacement fee that 

also increases with the size of the tree removed  

5. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a dedicated Tree Replacement and Preservation 

Fund (not SDCI budget or city general fund), that yearly reports on their budget to the City Council and 

Mayor.  

6. Allow the Tree Replacement and Preservation Fund to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase 

land, set up covenants and for educational purposes.  

7. Require 5-year maintenance of replanted trees  

8. Allow removal of no more than 2 Significant non-exceptional trees in 3 years per lot outside 

development  

9. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees with adequate space for trees to grow and survive.  



10. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DBH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan prior to any 

building permits being approved.  

11. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Industrial, Downtown and Institutions  

12. Keep requirement that all 6” DBH and larger trees be on site plans  

13. Require tree replacement or in lieu fees by developers for trees removed 1 year prior to property 

purchase  

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity  

15. Provide adequate funding in the budget to implement and enforce the updated ordinance  

16. All trees relaced are protected trees and not subject to removal  

17. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, from development sites  

Fernando Fernando  
fls.perez@gmail.com  
1111 18th Ave Apt 1  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Muriel Lawty <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 4:14 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save Meadowbrook's Iconic True-Love Trees 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I STRONGLY AGREE with the following. Trees are essential to a healthy environment. We all have a 

right to Life and Life depends on a healthy environment!! 

I am writing to ask you to support preservation of the Meadowbrook True-Love trees, an exceptional 

cedar-fir pair in Meadowbrook, and their nearby grove. Because of the True-Love trees' remarkable union 

and visibility on a busy street, they are well-known and beloved by the community, with over 500 

signatures on a recent petition to save them. Together with the adjacent grove, they shelter the north fork 

of Thornton Creek's and form a vibrant urban forest. 

Development plans have been filed for this project on SDCI's portal under 004386-22PA. The plans call 

for the removal of the trees to achieve maximum development potential. Yet, a respected local architect 

has drawn plans which would include the trees in the development, a win-win for the homes' future 

residents, the community, and the environment!  

 

These huge native conifers are our last link to the vast, ancient coastal forest which covered this land 

before settlement. Now, we benefit from the seedlings of that time, which have grown and reached the 

size and grandeur of their ancestors. They cool us in our increasingly hot summers, provide habitat for 

native birds and wildlife, filter pollutants from the air and stormwater, and provide amazing public health 

benefits.  

mailto:fls.perez@gmail.com


With thoughtful planning, Seattle can preserve its forest and build new homes. Please use your authority 

to ask the developer to include these trees on the development plan, instead of cutting them down.  

Muriel Lawty  
m.g.lawty@gmail.com  
3018 NE 137th St #3  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Katherine Dobson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 4:38 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save Meadowbrook's Iconic True-Love Trees 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I am writing to ask you to support preservation of the Meadowbrook True-Love trees, an exceptional 

cedar-fir pair in Meadowbrook, and their nearby grove. Because of the True-Love trees' remarkable union 

and visibility on a busy street, they are well-known and beloved by the community, with over 500 

signatures on a recent petition to save them. Together with the adjacent grove, they shelter the north fork 

of Thornton Creek's and form a vibrant urban forest. 

Development plans have been filed for this project on SDCI's portal under 004386-22PA. The plans call 

for the removal of the trees to achieve maximum development potential. Yet, a respected local architect 

has drawn plans which would include the trees in the development, a win-win for the homes' future 

residents, the community, and the environment!  

 

These huge native conifers are our last link to the vast, ancient coastal forest which covered this land 

before settlement. Now, we benefit from the seedlings of that time, which have grown and reached the 

size and grandeur of their ancestors. They cool us in our increasingly hot summers, provide habitat for 

native birds and wildlife, filter pollutants from the air and stormwater, and provide amazing public health 

benefits.  

With thoughtful planning, Seattle can preserve its forest and build new homes. Please use your authority 

to ask the developer to include these trees on the development plan, instead of cutting them down.  

Katherine Dobson  
katekatherinedobson@gmail.com  
12740 30th Ave NE, Apt. 626,  
SEATTLE, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: STUART NIVEN <PANORARBOR@GMAIL.COM>  
Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 4:55 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Protect the Maple Leaf Mother Groves! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 
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One of the Maple Leaf Mother Groves, at 1211 NE 104th St, is at risk due to arborist report errors, poor 

site design, and lack of protection during construction. With thoughtful planning, the developer of this 

property can achieve maximum density while retaining these groves, a win-win for people and nature. 

The Maple Leaf Mother Groves are 22 "super-groves" which span entire city blocks in the Maple Leaf 

neighborhood. The City defines "groves" as eight or more large (12 inch dbh or larger) trees whose 

canopies touch. In contrast, Mother Groves span most of the properties on their blocks, and function as 

intact native PNW ecosystems. Because trees in groves cool each other and share defense from disease 

through their root network, we can count on them to be the most resilient part of our entire urban forest! 

They are also reservoirs of biodiversity for iconic native species which rely on forests to survive, rather 

than single trees along streets or in front yards.  

The two groves at 1211 NE 104th St form an important part of a Mother Grove. Their removal or damage 

could launch a cycle of decline leading to the loss of the entire block's grove. To preserve this amazing 

community resource, please ensure the following: 

1. Require a new arborist report. The arborist report submitted by the developer lists only 13 trees, yet 20 

trees grow on this site. The report also omits an entire grove of 13 western red cedars, which are shared 

with adjacent properties.  

2. Request that the Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) be built on the generous amount of land 

available near the proposed new home, rather than where it is currently planned in the cedar grove. Both 

tree groves are conveniently located on the periphery and small panhandle of the site, leaving a large 

buildable expanse! 

3. Protect the groves during construction with rigid fencing. Currently only vinyl netting is required, which 

provides little protection for trees and is often moved. Construction damage to roots could send these 

verdant groves into a cycle of decline. If trees at the edge of the grove die, others within the grove often 

follow. 

Climate change has brought Seattle hotter, dryer summers and stronger winter storms. The Maple Leaf 

Mother Groves provide the community with resilient reservoirs of cooling nature, benefitting both the 

community and our larger ecosystem. Please ensure they are protected and continue to thrive for the 

health and safety of future generations. 

STUART NIVEN  
PANORARBOR@GMAIL.COM  
8023 18TH AVENUE NORTHEAST  
SEATTLE, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Elizabeth Robinson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 8:19 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save Meadowbrook's Iconic True-Love Trees 

mailto:PANORARBOR@GMAIL.COM


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Urban Forestry Commission c/o Patti Bakker, 

I am writing to ask you to support preservation of the Meadowbrook True-Love trees, an exceptional 

cedar-fir pair in Meadowbrook, and their nearby grove. Because of the True-Love trees' remarkable union 

and visibility on a busy street, they are well-known and beloved by the community, with over 500 

signatures on a recent petition to save them. Together with the adjacent grove, they shelter the north fork 

of Thornton Creek's and form a vibrant urban forest. 

Development plans have been filed for this project on SDCI's portal under 004386-22PA. The plans call 

for the removal of the trees to achieve maximum development potential. Yet, a respected local architect 

has drawn plans which would include the trees in the development, a win-win for the homes' future 

residents, the community, and the environment!  

 

These huge native conifers are our last link to the vast, ancient coastal forest which covered this land 

before settlement. Now, we benefit from the seedlings of that time, which have grown and reached the 

size and grandeur of their ancestors. They cool us in our increasingly hot summers, provide habitat for 

native birds and wildlife, filter pollutants from the air and stormwater, and provide amazing public health 

benefits.  

With thoughtful planning, Seattle can preserve its forest and build new homes. Please use your authority 

to ask the developer to include these trees on the development plan, instead of cutting them down.  

Elizabeth Robinson  
kalika4878@hotmail.com  
10550 Lake city Way nE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
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